Contents Overview

Panel with Lighting Attached (x1)

0-10V Slide Control Wall Dimmer (x1) 3-60-497

96W Dimmable Power Supply (x1) 3-60-765
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Installation

1 Connect Electrical

a Remove access panel to access lighting wiring. Pull wiring through access hole and replace access panel.

b Have a qualified electrician wire the lighting to the driver and test lights.

Wall Slide Dimmer (3-60-497) can have up to twelve 100W Power Supplies (3-60-765)

Add up to 50’ max of 18AWG+ wire. Customer supplied.

Note: Wiring is as shown unless shown differently on 3form Lighting Layout Drawing
Installation

2 Install Panel

Once the lights are on, slide the unit against the desk. You can also screw through the desk into the white reflective panel if a more permanent installation is desired.